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Credit Card Companies are Playing a Game of Cat and Mouse

Foster City, CA – August 28, 2019 – "The e-commerce fraud scene is an arms race, and thus, no one can rest of their laurels," says the founder of
identity theft protection company Trusona. CardRatings.com, a leader in credit card ratings, is offering insight to for cardholders looking to protect
themselves in the age of identity theft, data breaches, major hacks and fraud.

CardRatings outlines the ways card issuers are innovating to protect their clients here. The site looked at what some of the top issuers, including Bank
of America, Capital One, Chase, Wells Fargo and more, are doing to go above and beyond the typical fraud alerts and protections. Here are a few of
the offers:

Monitoring cardholders’ Social Security numbers for appearances on the Dark Web
Signing in to a mobile app to make a purchase which then compares the purchase location to the phone’s location
Instant credit card freezes
Mobile app logins that utilize fingerprint or facial recognition technology

 

View the complete article: How Are Credit Card Companies Protecting Your Identity

Brooklyn Lowery, senior manager of CardRatings.com, is available to comment on how cardholders can navigate the identity security and fraud
protection provided by various credit card companies.

About CardRatings.com
CardRatings.com is owned and operated by QuinStreet, Inc. (Nasdaq: QNST), a pioneer in delivering online marketplace solutions to match searchers
with brands in digital media.  QuinStreet is committed to providing consumers and businesses with the information and tools they need to research,
find and select the products and brands that meet their needs. Cardratings.com is a member of the company’s expert research and publishing division.

CardRatings.com innovated online credit card ratings and has been offering independent ratings and reviews of credit card offers since 1998. The
website collects and maintains data on more than 700 credit card offers and carefully compiles objective lists of the top credit cards by card type,
making it easy for consumers to find the right card to fit their needs.
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